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Slime is the finest part of the mill product grading from8 * - f t %  *extremely small'particles, whose size is dependent upon their 
character, to particles of almost molecular size. From this 
definition it is' apparent that slime is a mixture of sizes, and 
this is what makes it so difficult of treatment. A cake of this 
material, will form a perfectly inpervious mass, the smaller grains 
filling the spaces between the larger ones, and preventing effec­
tive leaching. If this material is treated on any of the ma­
chines now in use for treating sized or classified product only 
those grains which lie in the upper range of size will be con­
centrated and those in the lower range will pass off with the 
tailings. The upper limit of the slime product is determined 
by the character of ore treated, the degree of the sizing or 
classifying effected and the efficiency of the machines which 
save the slime.
There is no generally accepted technical definition of the 
term slime. The reasons for this are to a certain extent evi­
dent from the preceding and may be still better understood when 
it is explained that a slime consists of at least three differ­
ent substances each when separated possessing distinctly differ­
ent physical and to some extent chemical properties. G. J.Young1 
explains that the constituent parts of slime are:
1. Extremely fine sand.
2. A colloidal material in a coagulated 
condition.
3. A colloidal material which is in a non-
I.’ DEFINITION.
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coagulated condition.
His definition is; "a slime consists of a mixture 
of sands finer than 150 or 200 mesh with an amorphous 
clay-like material, consisting principally of hydrated 
aluminium silicates”. This definition seems to suggest 
that quartz ores will not form slimes, and therefore 
is not acceptable to most millmen.
Rittinger attempted a classification of ore part­
icles based on size of particles ahd called that material 
which passed holes of l/4 millimeter "Dust". This is the
first attempt at a classification and while slime is
A
not mentioned, he started investigations along that line.
The matter of slime as distinct from fine sand has
assumec/special/rrjporfanceonfa theCyanide treatment
has been introduced. The leaching operations involved
and also the rise in prices of the metals has influenced
the trend of thought towards the retreatment of slime,
which previously went to the dump. M/ierever
stamp batteries, Chilean and Huntington mills, '.tube
and ball mills and other regrinding machinery^^all^ of
which do fine grinding with the formation of more or
less slime, the question of slime concentration
is important. Many attempts have been made to
correctly define slime. An editorial, in the Engineer- 
anding^Mining Journal of October 13, 1904, stated that
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”Rock so comminuted so that it will pass 200 mesh be­
comes slime when mixed with water.” To attempt to base 
a classification unon size of particle is to disregard 
the difference in characteristics of the different 
minerals. 'If these differences are taken into account 
quartz, limestone, and Kaolin minerals will not all form 
slime when of the same size of particle. On account
I
of the different methods of concentration,of sizihg and
of classifying, the writer does not believe that an
acceptable classification can be based upon size of
( 2 )
particle. H. H. Megraw contends ■. that at any rate
200 mesh will not hold true for quartz. He says that
he crushed quartz to 200 mesh, washed the material
which passed 20n mesh and decanted the supernatant liquid.
The remainder had all the characteristics of a perfect
sand. The particles w<»i# of regular shape and settled
in comparatively quiet water, the material wos capable
of thorough leaching^ */hen dried on the steam bath
it did' no spit and the surface d t d  not crack.
Henry Louis in The Dressing of Mineral 1909, states,
"Minerals so finely divided as not to settle with
reasonable rapidity in water are spoken of as slime”.
T&cThis definition is/general and indefinite to be of 
value.
?7ith the introduction fjf the cyanide treatment for 
gold and silver ores the term slime has assumed the
following definition. "That fine pulp which when '■ ixed
with water does not economically lend itself to thorough
leaching is called slime." Two reasons can he supplied
why slime will not lend itself to thorough leaching.
The first reason , as explained previously, is the
formation of an impervious mass on account of the range
of sizes of the particles, and the second reason is
that some very fine material will combine with water
forming colloid -which hinders the action of the solvent.
In accordance with the view that some minerals may
form slime when passed through 200 mesh and minerals of
different density will not form slime when passed
through 200 mesh, a relation between specific gravity
and slime-forming aptitude has been attempted and the
(3) „
following proposed; Slimes a ~e that material which 
will pass a mesh having a number of holes to the lin­
eal inoh equal to 50 times the specific gravity^ This 
will classify as slime ,
particles of light silicates which pass n o  mesh
" " quartz " " 150 "
" " pyrite " " 200 "
No reason is given for using the factor 50 and there is 
reasnn to believe that it is too low in some cases, 
but there is merit In the classification, for it correlates
the determination of the slime mesh with the specific 
gravity of the mineral and it has been shown above that
-4-
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there is such a correlation. However, besides the factor
of specific gravity there is the factor of shape of
particles and percentage aflarger sizes among the slime
all of
particles, and percentage of colloids/which should have 
weight in the definition.
It is to be expected that a portion of that which 
is called slime to-day may be called find sand to-morrow.
A new method of treatment, a new solution for leaching, 
or a more efficient machine may throw part of the so-call­
ed slimes into the class of fine sand. However what is 
and is not a slime is a matter for every millman to de­
termine individually for the machinery he has at hand, 
and for the ore which he is treating.
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II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
In the practice of raining and ore dressing there 
are three ways of producing the fine material which when 
mixed with water forms slime. In mining there is always 
some fine material produced, the quantity depending upon 
the method of breaking the ore and particularly upon the 
amount of explosives used. Handling and transportation 
operations also product more or less fine material. In 
connection with all crushing and grinding operations, a 
very appreciable percentage of fines is formed. The 
proportion of fines will be greater in dry crushing or 
grinding operations than when the operations are per­
formed with water. In the slirr.e of ores whose ore 
mineral is more friable than the gangue, the values in 
the slimes are quite high, while the values are low in 
slimes of ores whose gangue is more friable than the 
valuable mineral. In finely disseminated deposits the 
slimes make up a large proportion of the ore treated and 
the values in the slimes are proportionately high.
Where the "sliming”cyanide process is used, all the ma­
terial is slimed. In any case the extraction of the 
values from the slimes is desired and the problem before 
the millmen is to devise a method, economically practi­
cable, which will bring the extraction to a maximum.
At the present time the best extraction by mechanical 
processes is between 65 and 70$. Although some of the
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new machines are more efficient than the older types,
there appears to have been no new principle advanced in
the concentration of the material.
Extensive experiments have been made on the leaching
and electrolytic precipitation of copper ores, and while
still in the experimental stage, it is thought that this
of copper ores
process will supersede mechanical concentration/ wherever 
electric power is cheap. It is a debatable point whether 
mechanical processes can be made to compete with the new 
process when this latter is perfected and in practical 
operation.
A slime of some certain ore at the end of some 
process may consist of grains whose sizes range from about 
200 mesh to almost molecular size. Part of a slime pro­
duct will settle in quiet ?;ater only after considerable
betime. This time may shortened by several processes, asA
raising the temperature of the water, and adding chemicals 
to further precipitation but these processes are rather in­
efficient and expensive.
Slime is not readily treated upon machines work­
ing by hindered settling alone beaause of the unsized and 
unclassified character of the slime.
These are the principle causes which make mechanical 
concentration difficult and incomplete and must be consider­
ed in proposing new machines for concentration.
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III. THE THEORY OF SLIME COHCEHTRATIOH.
The concentration of coarse sand depends mainly 
upon differences in specific gravity of minerals. If a 
mixture of minerals in water is well stirred and shaken 
in a beaker, at the end of a little time, it will be 
found that the material has become stratified, the heaviest 
minerals on the bottom and the lightest minerals on top. 
This material has been concentrated according to the prin­
ciple of hindered settling. In the concentration of fine 
sand or slime it is found that the utilization of this 
principle alone is unsatisfactory and other principles 
with or without this first principle must be resorted to.
Slimes are usually collected by the principle of 
hydraulic classification. The material is collected 
directly from spitzkasten or hydraulic classifiers, or 
from the settling tanks or ponds, which are fed by all the 
mill water. In this product, the largest grains will be 
the grains of the lightest material.
Then a thin film of water moves over a layer of 
slime one grain in depth,with such a velocity as to read­
ily roll the larger grains of light gangue in the direction 
of travel of the water, since the current on the top of 
the film is stronger than the current at the bottom of the 
film,due to friction with the surface uoon which it runs, 
the heavy material is not affected by the movement of 
the water and friction holds it in place. Smaller
-9-
particlea of the light gangue are more slowly, but surely 
rolled off while all but the very finest of heavy mineral 
remains behind. This is called the principle of film 
sizing. In all machines which use this principle on a 
travell ing belt surface a gentle shake is supplied to 
the operation to keep the material separated and to 
bring about the action of hindered settling. This will 
cause the lighter particles to be more easily moved with 
the water since the shake will bring them on top and keep 
them suspenced in the more swiftly moving water. This 
principle can be used to the best advantage when the 
slime material is first classified on a hydraulic classi­
fier, in i-4/?ich case the product fed on a film sizing 
machine will have large grains of light material and 
small grains of heavy material together with all smaller 
sizes of all materials.
—10—
IV. PRACTICE.
The following machines are \ised for the concen­
tration of slimes.
A. Xieves, which act by the principle of hindered 
settling.
a. Intermittent feed and discharge.
b. Continuous feed and discharge.
B. Buddies, which act by the principle of free 
settling and film sizing- According to Louis, 
these machines are not v/ell adapted to the 
treatment of slime.
a. Box huddles.
b. Convex buddies.
c. Concave buddies.
etc •,
C. Canvas tables J  which act by the principles of 
film sizing.
a. Intermittent feed and discharge.
1. Coco matting ■ o.
2. Blankets
g. Carpets
b. Continuous feed and discharge.
D. Circular slime tables, acting by the principle 
of film sizing.
a. Fixed,
1. Convex.
2. Concave.
b. Revolving,
1. Convex.
2. Concave.
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E. Vanners, which act by the principles of hindered 
settling and film sizing.
F. Jerking and Bumping Tables, which act by the prin­
ciples of hindered settling, film sizing and momen­
tum.
A- Kieves.
Sieves or Tossing Tubs use the principle of hin­
dered settling of particles. The luos^are made very 
strong, with sides flaring upward. A shaft, upright in 
the tub, runs in a step at the bottom and a movable top 
bearing. On the shaft is fixed a pair of paddles which 
lift the pulp and stir it thoroughly.
In using a tub, water is run in up to a previous­
ly determined mark. The paddles are revolved about 50 
times per minute while the moist material is shoveled 
in. When a sufficient amount is shoveled in and the 
pulp thoroughly liqu/hjfied t the top bearing and shaft 
are removed and the Xieve is dealt about 50 blows per 
minute upon a plate screwed to the side, a little a- 
bove the middle. The pounding is kept up until the ma­
terial has all settled down and there is clear liquid 
on top. This requires about 15 or 20 minutes. The ma­
terial has settled into layers, the top being largely 
quartz or gangue, the bottom being concentrates, and 
middlings in between. The water is siphoned off and 
the layers are skimmed.
This machine has been used for cleaning concen­
trates from other machines but it is little used now 
except in the most out of date mills.
The Dolly Tub or Continuous Kieve is a deep cylin­
drical tub and has been used for treating much larger 
quantities than the ordinary Kieve. As the name im-
-12-
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plies, it is continuous in its action. The feed comes 
in at a point a little above the middle, the overflow 
is over the top into a circular launder and the concen­
trates are drawn off from a spigot at the bottom. The 
action of this machine is • / that
of a hindered settling classifier.
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B. BUDDIES.
The first huddle made is what is called the Box 
Buddie or rectangular huddle. It consists of a rec­
tangular wooden hox 10 to 15 feet long, 4 to 6 feet 
wide and 1-1/2 to 2-1/2 feet deep, set at an angle of 
from 4° to 10°. At the feed end is a distributor for 
the feed, above which and connected with it, is a hox 
in which the material is shovelled in by hand and water 
fed with it. At the lower end of the hox, there is a 
set of holes arranged so that by plugging up certain 
holes, the level of discharge from the lower end of the 
huddle can thus he regulated.
The material is fed in with a shovel, the water 
turned on, and the huddle fills up. A laborer contin­
ually sweeps up the depositing mass of mineral so as to 
keep it smooth. Two men are needed to each huddle, one 
for shovel/'ing the material in the feed hox, regulating 
the water and the flow of mixed pulp, and the other for 
sweeping up the depositing mass. The pulp flows over 
the headboard into the huddle, the heavier particles are 
deposited at the head, the lighter particles far­
ther away from it, ana the huddle gradually fills up.
Yi/hen about 2/3 full, the feed is shut off and the 
plugs at the bottom are pulled out to drain the hox.
The mass is thus divided into heads, middlings and tails. 
The heads are sometimes clean enough for market or are 
tossed in a kieve for further cleaning. The middlings 
are retreated and tailings are thrown away.
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The capacity of such a huddle is 35 pounds of 
coarsest slime to l.£ lhs. of finest slime per minute.
The box is simple in the extreme and of low first cost 
and has no moving parts, but the labor cost is very 
high. It is, therefore, obsolete, having been replaced 
by the round huddle.
The round buddies are constructed concave or con­
vex. In both, the action is the same as that of the 
box buddle and may be considered as a series of box 
buddies set radially, with the head ends joining, so 
as to form a circular box.
The Round Convex Buddie consists essentially of 
a wooden floor in the shape of a very obtuse cone, the 
angle to the horizontal being 4° - 8°. The diameter 
ranges from 18 to £4 feet, exceptional cases
buddies up to 50 feet in diameter have been made. In 
the center is a feed board, 6 to 10 feet in diameter, 
sloping at a greater angle than the floor of the huddle. 
The pulp to be treated is conveyed to the center of 
the feedboard and is discharged on it in various ways, 
so as to give a uniform discharge on all sides. A re­
volving shaft with brushes is used to keep the bed even.
As the bed builds up, plugs are inserted in the perfor­
ated tailboard. When full, the bed is divided into heads, 
middlings and tails. The largest table may require as 
long as 1£ hours for charging.
The Round Concave Buddie has the shape of a much
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flattened cone or funnel and has faearly the same di­
mensions, capacities and slopes of treatment as the 
convex huddle. This huddle receives its feed and wa­
ter at the circumference and as the current of water 
increases in velocity due to its becoming narrower, a 
cleaner concentrate is made and it can save considerable 
from an ore carrying high percentage of concentrates, but 
the tailings losses are necessarily high. On "this ma­
chine the. heads have more space available than on the 
convex huddle and being well adapted for retreating the 
concentrates from the convex table, is often used in 
this capacity.
The huddle or building table is also an obsolete 
machine. The power consumption is low, the cost of the 
appliance is very low, but it has a low efficiency, the 
operation is not continuous and the labor costs are high. 
It has given way to a machine of similar construction 
and one which.is often erroneously called buddle, but 
is purely a film sizing machine. Pdchards calls these 
Slime Tables.
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c. CAMAS TABLES, (a. Intermit tent feed and djschtoge)
Canvas tables are inclined rectangular tables co­
vered with canvas. The pulp is evenly distributed at the 
top and as it flows down, the sizing action of the film 
of water operates and the meshes of the canvas hold the 
concentrates while the gangue rolls off with the water.
When the meshes are pretty well filled with particles, 
the feed is shut off and the remaining quartz washed off 
with clear water. The concentrates are either hosed off 
or swept off with a broom. The tables are often built
of very great length and comparatively small width.
. 3Louis says that they are built 10 to 100 feet long, and
44 to 1£ feet wide. Richards shows data on tables from 
9 to 4£ feet long and 1-1/4 to 12 feet wide. Slopes at 
which the table are set vary from on short tables
to 14°5' on long tables. Richards has investigated the 
best slope for a table and quantity of water to be used 
and has found that a slope of 8° 10' and 2 lbs. of water 
per foot of length gives the best results.
The canvas table was first used in Germany. It 
was merely a wooden frame with a piece of canvas stretched 
upon it. The old Cornish form of table rested on pivots 
so that after the mineral had been deposited the table 
could be tipped and the deposit washed off. More recent­
ly tables have been made so that they can be turned up­
side down and washed. Sometimes tables are set one be­
yond the other with a drop of two or three inches, so
that greatoij efficiency is obtained in concentrating 
the pulp. Various methods are pursued to make the opera­
tion continuous. Tables are set side by side, and the
pulp diverted from one to the other while the first is 
cleaned, or, what amounts to the same thing, the table 
is divided throughout its length so that one-half can be 
cleaned while the other half is receiving the pulp.
Canvas tables are used at the Old Combination mill,
5at Goldfield, Nevada. The tables are simply made, sub­
stantial supports being made for the frame over which the 
canvas is laid. These canvas tables were arranged so that 
the tailings from the lower end of the first table were
-18-
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sent to the feed trough of a second set of tables 
placed below and extending out from the tail end of 
the first set. later the process was changed so that 
the tailings from the first set went to vanners and 
the tailings from the vanners went to the second set 
set of canvas tables. In this mill of the total 
ore (an average of 1400 tons of slime per month) was 
treated in the canvas plant. The percentage of reco­
very on the canvas tables was from 7 to The cost
was 30^ per ton of pulp treated, not including superin­
tendence and general expense.
The new Dimmick Patent Slime Table consists of 
an ordinary canvas table with the addition of a comb 
settler. The table consists of a light frame covered 
with redwood slats with small spaces between them. On 
this covering is placed waterproof felt and over this, 
canvas. By means of level ing screws the table can be 
adjusted to any desired pitch. To the sides of the table 
are hinged board covers having a large number of nails 
driven through and projecting l-l/£ inches. The nails 
rest evenly and lightly upon the canvas and act as small 
riffles tending to precipitate the floating mineral par­
ticles while the tailings are washed off with the water.
Coco Matting, Blankets, and Carpet have also been 
used to concentrate slime. The action on these mater­
ials is the same as that on canvas, but the different 
surfaces are supposed to get higher recovery under cer­
tain conditions.
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These machines were more in vogue in this coun­
try and Australia before the perfection of the cyanide 
treatment and before the bumping tables and vanners 
were perfected* The simplicity of construction and 
low first cost of the intermittent film sizing machines 
are advantages. The disadvantages are, the expense of 
labor, and the low value of "tons per square foot of 
floor space per £4 hours," which is such a large fac­
tor as compared to other machines, and hence canvas 
tables are not much used in modern plants.
b Continuous feed and discharge.
Gradually improvements were added tending to 
make the operation continuous until the modern traveling 
belt, canvas table was introduced. This table has an 
endless canvas belt traveling over revolving drums in a 
direction opposite to that of the water. The table is set 
at such an angle that the gangue rolls off with the water 
while the heavy material travels with the belt and is washed 
off at the head end. The feed is near the concentrates end 
of the table. This machine is used extensively in the Michi­
gan iron fegions. The tables are set one above the other in 
order that the middlings from the top table may be retreated 
upon the one beneath. The lower table may handle the tails 
from both upper tables. Mechanical power is used.
-21-
■
Belt Film Sizing Tables employ the same principle 
as the revolving or rectangular film sizing table. They 
were introduced to give a variable slope or a possibil­
ity of changing the slope with change of character of feed. 
They are primarily a wide continuous rubber or painted 
canvas belt, stretched between end rollers and support­
ed upon numerous intermediate small rollers or upon a
have
plane surface. The belt may/an uphill travel and fur­
nish two products, heads and tailings. Another de­
sign has the belt horizontal in length but sloping from 
one side to the other. On this form, the pulp is fed 
upon the rear upper corner of the traveling belt and 
spreads out its products like a fan according to their 
ability to move down the slope. This machine furnishes 
heads, middlings, and tails, or it can make a three or 
four mineral separation. According to Richards the 
belts vary from £ to 5 feet in width and from 12 to 
24.5 feet in length, although there is no limit to the 
length they may be made. They travel at the rate of 
from 20 to 40 feet per minute, and handle as high as 
1 ton per hour, requiring about 16 gallons washwater 
per minute, and have a slope of 13.5° or less. The 
Luhrig slime table is a machine of this kind.
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D- CIRCULAR SLIME TABLES.
Circular slime tables are very similar to
buddies in general appearance , and hence it is com­
mon among mill men to call a circular slime table, a 
buddle. Practically a slime table is a buddle with­
out the tailboard, and thus the product is not allowed 
to accumulate, the material being fed at one part of 
the revolution and the products flushed off into laun­
ders placed at different points. Two methods are fol­
lowed to obtain these results. In one the table re­
volves, the feedbox and spray pipes are stationary. 
xn the other, the table is fixed and the feedbox and 
sprayplpe are on a revolving axle. The results ob­
tained are the same on both tables. The advantage of 
the fixed table is that a much more solid foundation 
for the table can be obtained but the construction for 
the spray and feedwater pipes for this table are not 
satisfactory. Most of the tables now in use are of the 
first kind. Formerly the tables were constructed en­
tirely of wood, white pine being used for surfacing. They 
resemble umbrellas in appearance with rays and sup­
porting braces on vertical shaftings. The table has 
one socket hub for the rays and one for the braces and 
the socket hubs are fixed to the shaft by set screws.
The rays are united by planks laid as the cords of cir­
cles. Their surfaces are planed to a true cone for the 
support of the boards which form the washing surface.
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The outer ring is stiffened by a ring of boards on 
edge to prevent sagging of the surface between the 
rays* The surface boards are cut to the proper form, 
to be laid radially, are tongued and grooved and then 
nailed in place. The surface is planed to a true co­
nical form by a hand plane and then water is turned on 
the table. All this work must be done as rapidly as 
possible so as to prevent the boards from shrinking 
or warping. A table of this kind, once used should 
never be allowed to dry. The feed pulp is distrib­
uted by a central cone which is fixed to the main frame 
and does not revolve. Washwater is supplied by a spi­
ral spray pipe.
With good mechanical construction and modern ma­
terial a revolving convex table can be made as solid
6as a fixed table. At the Ohio Copper Mill, at Lark,
Utah, a 20 foot circular slime table has been construc­
ted to treat copper slimes. It has a reinforced deck 
of expanded metal on which is placed a surface of ce­
ment. The top is smoothed with a layer of Keene fin­
ishing cement. The slope is l/4 inch to the foot. The 
table makes one revolution in 72 seconds^ treats 12 
to 15 tons of dry slime per day, and makes concentrates, 
middlings, and tails. The overflow from the callow
tanks Us used as feedwater. The table has been tested
it wasagainst the Isbell vanner and/shown that it did fully 
as good work. It has been tested against the Christenson
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table which has saw toothed riffles on the deck and 
cam and lever head motion and it has been tested against 
the Wilfley slimer. The results have proven that the re­
volving convex table does better work than eitner the 
Christenson or the Wilfley tables. It is claiined that 
a £0 foot diameter revolving table has a capacity of
three ordinary slime tables and consumes only 1/5
claimed
horsepower. The advantages/for this table are cheap­
ness, large capacity, and low cost of upkeep. The dis­
advantages are large floor space required, and loss of
the
concentrates during the final washing off of, remainder
the
of„ tailings. The disadvantages can he overcome by using 
a multiple deck table. A three deck table or three 
tables one above the other, all on one shafting, is 
commonly used. In this construction, there are four 
horizontal timbers one above the other connected by 
end posts. The lowest acts as a sill and carries the 
step and the other three carry shaft boxes for the ver­
tical shafting. In the spaces between these four bear­
ings are placed three decks or tables.
In the use of circular slime tables the conditions 
which affect the process are:
Shape of grain,
Specific Gravity of minerals to be se­
parated
Density of the pulp
Rate of feeding of the pulp
Thickness of the film of water
Kind of surface
Diameter of the table
Speed of revolution
Convex or concave construction
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On account of the thin film of water used for 
the sizing of the grains, the grains should be so 
small as not to be out of the water. Slime tables 
will not work on sands because of the large size of 
their grains. Rolling, rather than sliding is con­
sidered normal motion, so that the grains should be 
round. Very fine pulp requires steep slope with but 
little water, and therefore, a very thin film. Coarse 
pulp requires a gentler slope and more water, and there­
fore, a comparatively deep film. The slope of convex 
tables in the United States varies from 3o30' to 7°45', 
4°10* to 6° being the most common. Five kinds of sur­
faces are used: soft wood, cement, rubber, linoleum, 
and canvas « The effect of the surface upon the con­
struction varies with the roughness. The smoother a 
surface the less the particles are inclined to roll and 
the less will be the retardation of the undercurrent, re­
tardation being least for plate glass and decreasing in 
order given to canvas: which has the greatest retarda­
tion. The diameter of the table is influenced by the 
fact that a film of water diminishes in thickness as it 
approaches the margin. Since this method of concentra­
tion requires that the film be not more than a certain 
maximum thickness or less than a certain minimum thick­
ness, the radial distance is limited. Tables range from 
10 to 30 feet in diameter, the usual size being about 18 
feet.
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The capacity of a revolving slime table varies 
from 11-1/2 to 22 tons, per £4 hours. Richards believes 
that 1£ to 15 tons feed in £4 hours depending on the 
size of grain is a suitable quantity for a table of 18 
foot diameter.
The writer believes, with the superintendent of 
the Ohio Copper Mill, of Lark, Utah, that revolving 
sjime tables are not appreciated to the extent they 
deserve. With a few improvements as to mechanical 
construction, and washwater and feed supply, these 
machines may very favorably compare with a more ex­
pensive and a troublesome vanners and jerking tables.
Comparison of circular film sizing tables with 
vanners, according to Richards.
A vanner 4 feet wide and 12 feet long costs $500 to 
$800. an 18 foot table costs $£00 to $300. Two deck or three 
deck table costs about $500 for the first and about $800 
for the second. Vanners treat pulp from 1£ to 38$ of solid 
matter, the finer the pulp the less the quantity; tables 
treat pulp carrying 5 to 15$ of solid matter. Four foot 
vanners treat 4 to 6 tons per £4 hours; 18 foot tables treat 
6 to 15 tons per 24 hours. Judging from practice slime 
tables are adapted for treating large quantities of thin 
pulp with small percentage of concentrates and vanners are 
adapted for treating smaller quantities of thicker pulp car­
rying a higher percentage of concentrates.
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E. VAMJEHS.
Vanners are the latest development of the trav­
eling canvas belt film sizing tables. A continuous 
rubber belt with flanged edges travels uphill over re­
volving drums. The belt is supported between the drums 
by small rollers placed at frequent intervals. The 
belt is given a gentle side or end shake while it is 
traveling. The feed is at the high end of the table.
A number of jets of water placed across the table above 
the feed supply the washwater and keep a thin uniform 
film of water on the belt. The vanner works on the prin­
ciples of hindered settling and film sizing. The gentle 
shake applied to the table causes hindered settling by
which minerals of lower specific gravity are suspended 
the
in / swift current of the top part of the film and pass
down the slope. The shake is not sufficient to keep
gravity
the particles of higher specific/ in the film. These 
settle down and the drag of the belt carries them over 
into a tank or launder.
There are four classes of vanners:
1. The sideshake vanners which vibrate at
right angles to direction of travel of 
the belt.
2. The endshake vanners which vibrate parallel
to the direction of travel of the belt.
3. Vanners having a swinging motion at right
angles to the travel of the belt.
4. Vanners which gyrate in the plane of the belt.
The first three classe.s are of importance, while
f S
the last is little used, and^therefore, unimportant.
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Of the first class, the Frue vanner is a typical 
machine, and others of this class differ from it only 
in points of construction or minor details.
son and sold to Mr. Frue, of San Francisco, Calif. It 
was marketed at about the same time and met with suc­
cess. The patent rights have been bought by the Allis- 
Chalmers Co. who are now making these machines using 
modern construction in the frame work, standards, etc. 
The modern machine is steel and castiron throughout.
The machine has an endless rubber belt with flanged 
edges supported by rollers so as to form an inclined 
rubber surface 4 or 6 feet wide and 12 feet long. The 
belt travels uphill over the head roller and then down 
around a lower drum under the table, which dips into a 
water tank in which the concentrates collected. In 
addition to its travel the belt receives a steady shak­
ing motion from an eccentric shaft, the shake being at 
right angles to the travel of the belt. The ore is 
fed upon the belt about three feet from the head of the 
machine in a uniform stream across its entire width and 
flows down the incline subjected to the steady shaking 
motion. At the head of the belt is a row of waterjets. 
The travel of the belt carries the deposited mineral 
upward towards the discharge end where the jets of wa­
ter give a final washing to the concentrates. This
The Frue Vanner.
in 1874 by Mr. John-
washwater with that from the feed forms the film of 
water which rolls the material of lighter specific 
gravity down the incline* The belt has a slope of 
l/4 to l/£ inch to the foot.
The table has two main rollers that carry the 
belt and form the ends of the table* The rollers are 
made of galvanized sheet steel* There is a roller to 
guide the belt in the washtrough and another one of 
somewhat shorter length to keep the belt tight* Up­
on the shafting carrying the headroller is placed the 
gearwheel which engages with a wormwheel on a shaft 
placed along the side of the machine. This shafting 
carries a flanged pulley wheel connected by belting 
to a cone pulley on the main shaft running above the 
shaft and also running along the side of the machine. 
The main shaft carries the drive wheel, conepulley, 
flywheel and eccentrics. The eccentrics are placed 
on each end and at the center and are connected to the 
belt frame supplying the shaking motion. By means of 
the conepulley the speed of the travel of the belt can 
be regulated. The drifewheel makes 200 R.P.M. and 
thus gives 22 shakes to the table per minute. The 
travel of the belt and the inclination depends upon 
the character of the material treated. A slow speed 
is used for concentrating slime and for this material 
the grade of the belt is small, about 2 or 3 inches.
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The pulp distributor consists of a rectangular 
box with a cover, which is secured to the shaking frame 
by a eastiron supporting bracket on each end. The front 
end is so fitted with a number of spouts equally spaced, 
for properly washing the concentrates with clear water 
as they move forward. The capacity of the 4 foot ma­
chine is 4 to 1£ tons and for the 6 foot machine, is 8 
to 18 tons per 24 hours. The amount of water consumed 
is 1 to 1-1/2 gallons per minute of clear water for the 
wash box, and 1-1/2 to 3 gallons per minute with the 
pulp. Prom l/4 to 1/2 horsepower is required and the 
weight is about 2800 pounds. The machine costs about 
$800 to $1000.
The Itrue vanners as made by the Chalmers and **•>«.-
(o ^  *7“Williams Company^ aiiu others, are essentially of the same 
construction. The Risdon-Johnston Concentrator.^manu­
factured by the Iron Works, San Francisco, Calif,
is also of the same general construction and action as 
the Erue vanner but it makes 120 shakes per minute as 
against 200 shakes made by the machine of other manufac­
turers. This concentrator is hung by suspension rods 
and thus receives a rocking motion instead of a jerking 
motion. This style of machine is also manufactured by 
the Allis-Chalmers Go. The Cates Iron Works make a Prue 
vanner with a device for driving the belt, consisting of 
a crank on the shaft of the head roller driven by a cor­
responding crank on the shaft of the worm wheel, the two
_-3Q*-
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cranks having a sliding contact to provide for the 
side motion of the shaking frame. This machine is 
little used at present.
The Colorado Iron Works make the A & E Slime
Concentrator which differs somewhat from the Frue van-
»
ner in its action. The machine is of the traveling
abelt type, with either, longitudinal or an endwise 
shake. The operating features are in a measure the 
same as those of the Frue vanner. The difference in 
this machine lies in the form or contour of its decks.
FidRecourse must he had to the accompanying sketchAto 
make the description clear. The triangle shown is the 
pan or depression where the pulp is fed and settled.
The forward edges of this are substantially level. The 
central line extending from the settling space to the 
discharge end of the machine is the apex or high line 
of the deck. From this and from the forward edges of 
the pan the deck slopes forward and tideways to the waste 
launders on each side in the general direction shown 
by arrows. The belt is preferably of canvas or duck sur­
face and of such flexibility that in passing or being 
drawn over the deck it conforms to the contour of the 
deck, maintaining the form of the pan into which the 
pulp is distributed from the feed box. The water in the 
pan becomes comparatively quiet and the mineral has an 
opportunity to settle, aided by the gentle reciprocal 
motion ana adheres firmly to the surface of the belt.
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The pan is so shaped that as the heavy mineral settles, 
the lighter material is agitated by the motion of the 
table and gradually drawn off by the travel of the belt 
toward the discharge point of triangular feed and set­
tling space so that the tendency is for the lighter ma­
terial to come on the deck proper at the beginning of 
the apex. From this point the lighter material is grad­
ually washed toward the sides by a series of jets of wa­
ter from a longitudinal and horizontal perforated pipe 
about 20 inches long placed immediately above the deck 
at the beginning of the apex. Following this pipe a- 
long the apex is a similar one extending to the discharge 
end which supplies wash water to the deck. Two indepen­
dent wash water pipes are placed near the two corners 
at the discharge end which have adjustable sweep for 
further cleaning of the concentrates when necessary.
The concentrates are carried over the end of the machine 
by the travel of the belt, which passes under a wash rol­
ler below the deck into a concentrate box and is washed 
off by a spray of water. The travel of the belt is £6, 
33, 43 or 56 inches per minute, governed by step cone 
pulleys, at a speed of £25 revolutions per minute for 
the main pulley.
The floor space 1s 7 x 16 feet and less than one 
horsepower is required for operation. The weight of the 
machine is about 3,000 pounds and it costs $450.00.
The -fills Chalmers Oo. manufactures the recently patented
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Isbell vanner Ft*. $VIf;, which is essentially a Frue vanner, dif-
Thls foundationfering from it only in the foundation, 
of
is a frame/heavry steel channels placed beneath the cen-
(k/\HSHi
ter and at right angles to the length of the machine* 
This frame carries a heavy transverse shaft, to which
are fastened, by suitable brackets, two longitudinal 
steel leaf springs set on edge, one on each side of the 
machine. The ends of these springs support the vanner 
frame. The head motion, with its shaft, pulleys, and 
eccentric is supported from the main central shaft, as 
are also the side arms which carry the water box, worm 
wheel, driving gear and speed regulating device. The 
Inclination of the belt is changed by tipping the entire 
machine with the transverse shaft as the axis. A short 
cast iron stand set close to the head end and clamped 
to the projecting arms holds the machine rigidly to the 
required slope. The stand is fitted with a cam, hand 
wheel and locking device for raising and lowering the head 
end and thus changing the slope of the vanner. The ma­
chine is made of pressed steel and structural steel through­
out. It is a single unit and is easy of adjustment, rigid 
and durable.
The Pacific vanner is an improved Frue vanner built 
by the h. D. Demarest Co. of Can Francisco, Calif. It 
is made entirely of steel and iron and sets on substan­
tial concrete legs. The moving frame is supported on 
four independent vertical double standards which rest
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on the side bar. The table has a plane motion from 
side to side. All the moving mechanism is mounted on 
a single cast iron sole plate. The machine is 20 feet 
long and 6 feet wide and occupies 120 square feet of 
floor space as against £20 square feet occupied by two 
4 foot Prue vanners. Eight of these machines are now 
in operation in the mill of the East Eureka Mining Co.
End Shake Vanners.
End shake vanners are built along the same lines 
as the Prue vanner. In fact many machines are made which 
can be used either as end shake or side shake vanners.
Typical of the end shake vanners are the Triumph 
and Embry vanners.
The Triumph vanner is of the same general construc­
tion as the Prue vanner. The essential difference is 
in the direction of shake. The driving apparatus is 
situated at the head end of the machine. Belt travel
is imparted by a friction disk, pulley and worm and
a
gear. The machine is made withAfixed iron main frame 
and an iron shaking frame which oscillates endwise on 
ten wooden toggles.
The Embry vanner differs from the Triumph in that 
the main rollers are on the fixed frame, the shaking 
frame carrying but the head and tail rollers and the 
small rollers. This makes the shaking frame very light 
and more easily adjusted.
The Woodbury vanners are made either end or side
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shake* These vanners differ from the Embry or Triumph 
in three respects. Several narrow belts are used, in­
stead of one wide one. The concentrates that are settled 
upon the belt mostly pass by the feed distributor un­
molested. This is done by putting on the feed pulp 
rows of holes, 7 holes to a file which are lined up with 
length of the belt, leaving wide spaces of the belt to 
travel up rast the feed without having the settled ore 
particles molested by it. The belts have crimped flanges 
and thus do not stretch while going over the roller, but 
lie flat.
Swinging and Rocking vanners.
The Tulloch concentrator is a side rocking vanner. 
The belt frame is placed on pivots below the table in 
such a position that the table is given a rocking motion 
which is greatest at the head end and very little at the 
center. The head end has a rocking radius 32 inches in 
length. The tail end one of 30 inches.
The belt ha3 a horizontal movement of one inch in 
the center and 1-1/4 inch rising and falling movement 
at the edges, one edge being in a rising position while 
the other is in a falling position. Because of this 
motion the pulp is thickest in the middle of the belt 
and thins out toward the edges. The motion is supplied 
by a toggle joint.
The llorbom concentrator is a vanner of the same 
style as the Tulloch, but spring arms are substituted
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for the toggles of the Tulloch. The spring supports 
can be adjusted to give a rocking motion like that of 
a boat or a swinging motion like that of a hammock.
The Allis-Chalmers Co's suspended iron frame 
vanner is al'so a machine of this type.
It is held that side shake is better for coarse 
slimes and end shake is better for fine slimes. The 
end shake vanner can make very clean tailings, but it 
throws more quartz into the heads than does the side shake. 
The side shake causes the streams of feed pulp to waggle 
so much that they more or less disturb the concentrates 
that have already settled on the belt and are repeated­
ly carried down and settle on the belt. Banks of ore 
form frequently on the sides of the belt on side shake 
vanners, and good separation does not take place here.
Practical experience and theoretical considera­
tions point to the conclusion that end shake principle 
is better than side shake for very fine pulp.
With the exception of the Allis Chalmers suspended 
iron frame vanner, swinging and rocking vanners are 
little used.
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?- b u m p i n g a n d  jerking t a b l e s.
Tables of this type use the principle of momen­
tum^ hindered settling and film sizing. Tables have 
various construction. The decks are made of wood, lino­
leum, canvas, or steel. The bump or jerk is applied by 
one of the various mechanical methods. The general prin­
ciples concerned, the construction, the methods of feed 
and discharge are the same with few variations and few 
exceptions. Typical of these tables are:
1. The Deister table
£. The Overstrom,
3. The Christensen
4. The Bartlett
5. The James slimer
6. The James Diagonal-Plane Slimer
7. The Wilfley Slimer
Many of these tables are important and much fa­
voured . The Wilfley has seen considerable service and 
was one of the first machines on the market. This ma­
chine will be described as being typical of its class.
The deck is made of wood covered with linoleum and has 
a rim of wood along the feed side and across the back 
end. It is 16 feet long, 7 feet wide at the back end 
and 4 feet wide at the head end, and the corners at each 
end opposite the feed side are right angles. The lino­
leum is tacked to the wood, using tacks around the mar­
gin only. A set of longitudinal riffle cleats of wood
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is tacked upon the plane surface. The cleats are l/2 
inch wide and 7/8 inch spaces or riffles between them, 
and are 46 in number. The one nearest the feed box 
is 4 feet long and the cleats increase in length to 
the last one which is almost 16 feet long. This ar­
rangement divides the table into two parts, the riffle 
or concentrating plane and the cleaning plane, where 
there are no riffles. The foundation in modern construc­
tion, is a horizontal £-channel beam with strong sup­
porting legs upon which the driving mechanism is placed. 
Two iron chairs which hold the tilting frame are also 
bolted to the main beam. The head motion is the well 
known toggle and pitman action, which gives a forward 
motion to the table and a quicker return stroke, which 
advances the material. The pulp is fed thru a perfora­
ted feed box, 4 feet long, which distributes the pulp 
just above the upper riffle. The washwater is distrib­
uted along the remaining length of the feed side.
The bed of pulp is thick at the rear end of the 
table and thins out to a depth of one grain at the dis­
charge end. Hindered settling takes place in the deep 
bed in the riffles. The action of the table gives the 
particles a momentum and as the pulp advances across 
the table, the riffles grow shallower, more of the top 
of the bed which is waste is washed off and at the 
smooth portion of the deck the bed is one grain in depth 
and here film sizing acts. The concentrates which are
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further advanced, receive; a final washing and dis­
charged into the concentrates tank.
The table makes concentrates, middlings, and tail­
ings .
The capacity of the machine depends upon the 
speed at which the ore advances, the length of stroke, 
the slope of the concentrates and character of the ore, 
size of feed, amount of water, etc., and all these fac­
tors depend uron each other more or less. The capacity 
f ,us varies from 10 tons to 30 or 40 tens per 24 hours, 
makes £40 throws per minute, and weighs complete about 
£800 lbs. The quantity of washwater required varies 
from 5 to £0 gallons per minute. Power used is about 
1 H. P.
The Wilfley slime concentrator is similar in all 
resrects to the Wilfley table except in the form of the 
deck* The slime concentrator has a plane unriffled 
deck, made of linoleum, rubber or canvas, as desired.
It can treat the very finest materials.
The Overstrom, the Christensen, and the Bartlett( 
tables differ from the Wilfley in the shape of the decks 
or minor details, and are more often used for coar-
•forser pulp than slime.
„ fia.The Deister olimer f3^is a smooth rhomboidal shaped 
table, there being but a few shallow riffles adjacent to 
the tailings end. This slimer is divided into ten sec-
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tions, each having three different planes. The first 
section settles and stratifies the pulp and then de­
livers it to the second section for further separation 
and cleaning. The table has an adjustable slope.
It is supported on four standards resting in iron 
bases, the bottom of the table having cup bearings into 
which the vertical standards fit.
The James alimer is a rather long and narrow table. 
The rear end is 3 feet wide and the discharge end spreads 
out like a fan to a width of about 6 feet. The table is 
10 feet long. The inventor now recommends instead the 
James Diagonal-Plane slimer.
Fic, SThe James Diagonal-Plane olimer is especially ad­
apted to handle the finest slimes. The deck consists 
of a plurality of connected planes having a certain fixed 
ratio of inclination, one to the other. The planes in­
tersect each other diagonally and give the pulp a double 
treatment. The action of the diagonal planes, settles, 
combines and holds all the concentrates in one compact 
mass, sharply defined from the gangue and easily cut 
away without loss. This table distributes the feed for 
a distance of ten feet omr a settling surface of 40 square 
feet area in a thin layer.
The feed pulp flows gently down the plane and is 
not retarded until it reaches the lower edge.of the plane 
at which point the settled minerals are collected on a 
plane having less Inclination than the first. Part of
the gangue Is removed by the first plane. On the next 
plane the pulp spreads out in a thin film for a final 
washing and all the values are said to be caught and 
discharged into the concentrates tank. The gangue is 
washed across the table into the waste launder or 
tank.
The head motion is peculiar and gives an upward 
thrust as well as a forward jerk. The head motion is 
adjustable for coarse or fine feed.
This table may become a very popular table.
Initial tests on some minerals have shown superiority 
over tables of Wilfley and other types and over vanners.
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The following is a comparison of results obtained 
by vanners and tables with riffled deck and toggle mo­
tion, and by the diagonal plane and differential motion, 
working the same feeds in mill-practice.
Riffles and toggles 
Diagonal planes
Riffles and toggles.extraction (lead), 
Diagonal planes, extraction (lead),
Extraction Concentrates 
Frue vanner 50 $ 50,0$ lead
Diagonal planes 64 $ 48.8$ M
Tailings
0.42$ copper 
0.26$
60. $
80. $ 
Tailings 
5. $ lead
3 $ "
Frue vanner.extraction (cobalt-silver),
Diagonal planes, ” " "
Lead-Concentrates 
contain
Riffles and toggles, 10 to 15$ zinc 
Diagonal planes,
40 to 50$
76 to 82$
Zinc-Concentrates 
contain
9.0$ lead
0.92$ lead
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DESIGN OF A SLIME TABLE 
For the Laboratory of the Department of 
Mining Engineering.
The writer designed a table for making tests on
slime concentration by film sizing. Since the table is to
be used in the laboratory for class work in connection with
the Frue vanner and Traylor table, continuous servicenot
is^dqsired , and therefore low first cost was carefully con­
sidered. Simplicity of construction, rigidity, and ease of
1 ■
manipulation were aimed at,and, the writer believes, attained.
wood
The machine is made in one unit and the frame is of
AFlO» I and£.
well braced thruout. The horizontal members and the fourA
legs on the feed side are made of 4"pine, the three legs
on the discharge side are made of F/pine, all bracing is
done with 2 x 4  pine. The drums of standard design are made 
of galvanized sheet iron, one foot in diameter and four feet 
long. Each of the shaft boxes for the drums are bolted to 
the legs by four l/2 inch bolts. The geay wheel, 18 inches 
in diameter, having 90 teeth "5 pitch", 1-1/2 inch concave 
face, is keyed to the shafting of the head roller and en­
gages with a worm. The worm and a step pulley are keyed 
to a one inch shaft which rests in shaft boxes bolted at 
the feed side of the table to two cf the legs placed ten 
inches apart. The main shaft holds the drivewheel, a step 
pulley which engages with the one above by a belt, and a 
flywheel. The drivefcheel is 8 inches in diameter and has
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an 8 inch face. The flywheel is 10 inches in diameter 
and weighs about 80 pounds. The step pulley is 4- 
6-8 inches in diameter.
The legs on the feed side are fixed tc the floor 
and designed so that they will turn on a pivot. A hole 
one inch in diameter is drilled in each leg on the dis­
charge end for s distance of one foot from the bottom 
and the legs are slotted as shown by the sketch. By 
this arrangement the inclination of the table, by means 
of the jackscrews can be adjusted and by means of the 
support and a bolt and nut can be set for the inclina­
tion desired.
The feed is taken from the overflow from the large 
cone classifier in the laboratory or directly from it
and is conducted into a feed box and apron four feet
a
wide* The washwater is supplied by perforated pipe 
with needle perforations.
The discharge is into a^launder divided by ad­
justable dividers into tailings, middlings, and con­
centrates. A sheet iron apron is fixed to the hori­
zontal member and extends for two inches under the 
edge of the belt and leads the prodixcts into the laun­
der.
The belt of two-ply rubber and canvas composition, 
13 feet long and 4 feet wide, has a i-erfectly smooth 
surface. It * travels ov,er the rollers as indicated on
-4<r~
the sketch.
The feed spreads out on the table like a fan 
and by film sizing the tails roll off into ; com­
partment of the launder, the middlings Into com­
partment, and the concentrates are washed off.by the 
washwater from the perforated pipe.
The intermediate speed of the drive pulley is 
200 R. P. M., thus giving a travel of the belt 7 feet 
per minute.
Figures 1 and 2 are a working drawing and sketch 
of the machine showing its construction and details.
This machines is especially adapted for testing 
purposes because there is no other strictly film siz­
ing machine in the laboratory. A circular film siz­
ing table was considered, but on account of the space 
required by such a table and because the machine chos­
en permits of slope adjustments, a traveling belt film 
sizing table was selected.
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GOST DATA
FOR SLIME TABLE
Belt @ 50/ per square foot. 46.00
1 Head Roller, complete 4 ’ long 8.50
1 Tail Roller, " 4' " 8.50
1 Worm 2.00
1 Gear 1.05
4 Roll Shaft Boxes @ 75/ 3.70
10 Small Rollers @ $1.05 10.50
20 Seats for Small Rollers @ 5/ 1.00
7 1/2 Feet 1" Shafting @ $1.10. 6.60
1 Fly Wheel 1.20
2 Step Pulleys .50
1 Drive Pulley 2.00
3 Doz. l/2” bolts, nuts and washers 1.50
4 Doz. Lag Screws 1.00
Castings @ 2 / per lb. .50
3 Lug Jack Screws @ $1.50 4.50
Lumber 4 x 4  pine 52 feet 75 board feet 4.50
5 x 5 " 15 " 31 " " CO • 01 0
2 x 4  " 50 " 1.50
Allowance for Estimates, 1 Extra
$117.65.
11.77
TOTAL COST $129.42 '
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IMPROVED NO. 3 DEISTER SLIME CONCENTRATOR COMPLETE 
cRIGHT HAND)
1 4  16 17
M ain Stand Cap.
Seven-Inch Bearing-.
Brass Bushing for same.
M ain Shaft.
M ain Stand.
Eccentric.
Roller.
Yoke Cross H ead (Brass).
Yoke P in  
Yoke.
Rocker Arm.
Rocker Arm "Shaft.
Rocker Arm Shaft Brass Bushing. • 
A djustable Eccentric.
Brass Bushings for same.
Stroke A djustm ent H and  Piece and Stud* 
Loose Pulley.
F ly  W heel.
Brass B ushing for same.
Fly W heel C rank Pin.
Crank Pin Boxes (B rass).
A djusting P late for Crank Pin Boxes.
Box Crank.
DEISTER CONCENTRATOR 
HEAD MOTION
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